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NOTE: Pages 1 through 5 should be printed on heavy card stock. Pages 6 through 11 can be printed on 
regular paper.

WHAT YOU'LL NEED: Five bamboo skewers (kabob sticks), four toothpicks, a needle, scissors, Elmer's 
glue (or a glue stick) and a ruler or other straight-edge. A black marker and some thread are optional.
The bamboo skewers should be available at your local grocery store. They usually come in a bag of 100, 
and are a little under ten inches long. If you can't find these, chopsticks or something similar might work.

FOLDING TIP: It’s helpful to ‘score’ the fold lines before folding. You can use an old ink pen, a knitting 
needle, the end of a paper clip, or any metal object that will crease the paper without tearing it. Scoring 
helps you fold more precisely and also makes the project much faster to assemble.

NOTE: When the instructions say to punch a hole, there should be three steps. First, use the needle to 
punch a small hole, then slide a toothpick through the hole to enlarge it, and finish by sliding a bamboo 
skewer through the hole. You may find it helpful to twist the skewer as you push it through.

ASSEMBLY: We'll need four skewers for the model. Cut the fifth skewer in half, we'll use it and one of the 
toothpicks as paper punches. Cut out the DECK PLATE on Parts Page 1. Carefully punch the three red 
dots. Don't fold anywhere, the blue lines are for later. Next, cut out the LOWER BRACE on Parts Page 1. 
Fold panel 1 UPWARD, fold panel 2 DOWNWARD, fold panel 3 DOWNWARD, fold panel 4 UPWARD, 
fold panel 5 UPWARD, fold panel 6 DOWNWARD, fold panel 7 DOWNWARD, fold panel 8 UPWARD, 
fold panel 9 UPWARD, fold panel 10 DOWNWARD, fold panel 11 DOWNWARD, and fold panel 12 
UPWARD. Punch the red dot in panel 7. Glue panels 1, 5, 9 and 13 to the DECK PLATE, lining them up 
with the blue lines. The connected pieces should resemble Figure 1.

Now cut out the MAST BRACE on Parts Page 1. Fold panels 6B and 8B both DOWNWARD. Glue panels 
6B and 8B to panels 6 and 8 on the LOWER BRACE, as shown in Figure 2. (You can place a skewer 
behind panels 6 and 8 when gluing so there's something to press against.)

Next, cut out the LOWER STARBOARD HULL and the LOWER PORT HULL on Parts Page 1. Both lower 
hull pieces have a triangular tab marked with a red pointer. For each piece: cut along one side of the 
triangular tab marked with the red pointer, as shown in Figure 3, and then bend that tab DOWNWARD. 
Then bend all remaining tabs DOWNWARD. Fold DOWNWARD along the three black lines (indicated 
with green pointers) and then fold DOWNWARD along the center line (indicated with a green pointer). 
The front tab on the LOWER STARBOARD HULL should be glued to the back of the forward panel on the 
LOWER PORT HULL, as shown in Figure 4. 
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With the DECK PLATE upright (the LOWER BRACE should be on the bottom), glue the upper tabs on the 
LOWER HULL pieces to the top of the DECK PLATE, as shown in Figure 5. Start at the front and work 
towards the back. It's OK if the LOWER HULL pieces extend slightly past the back of the DECK PLATE. 
Now glue the three lower triangular tabs on the LOWER HULL to the back of the adjacent panels.

Cut out the UPPER STARBOARD HULL and the UPPER PORT HULL on Parts Page 2. The front tab on 
the UPPER STARBOARD HULL should be folded DOWNWARD. Then for both upper hull pieces, fold 
DOWNWARD along the three black lines indicated with green pointers. Glue the front tab on the UPPER 
STARBOARD HULL to the back of the forward panel on the UPPER PORT HULL, as shown in Figure 6. 
Punch the red dot on the seam between the two pieces. Glue the bottom portion of the UPPER HULL 
directly over the matching panels on the LOWER HULL as shown in Figure 7.

Now cut out the AFT SECTION on Parts Page 2. Fold all four tabs DOWNWARD. Fold the upper panel 
DOWNWARD and the lower panel UPWARD as shown in Figure 8. Glue the four AFT SECTION tabs to 
the inside of the aft (rear) panels on the hull as shown in Figure 9.

Next, cut out the DECK on Parts Page 3. Punch the three red dots. Fold all fifteen rail panels UPWARD. 
Then refer to Figure 10 and Figure 11 for the locations of the fold lines. Fold the forecastle panel 
DOWNWARD, fold the forecastle doors panel UPWARD, fold the main deck panel UPWARD, fold the 
quarter deck doors panel DOWNWARD, fold the quarter deck panel UPWARD and then fold the poop 
deck doors panel DOWNWARD. 

Position the DECK inside the hull as shown in Figure 12. Glue the DECK rail panels to the inside of the 
hull's rails. This is probably the most difficult part of the whole project so work slowly and just glue a few 
panels at a time. When finished, trim with scissors if needed. You can use a black marker to darken any 
remaining white spaces or edges. If the hull turns out crooked or warped, slide a toothpick between the 
rail panels and the hull to separate them, reposition the panels and glue them back together.

Cut out the FOREPEAK on Parts Page 2. Fold the two halves together, creasing along the center line, 
and then flatten the piece back out and fold the outer panels UPWARD, folding where shown in Figure 13. 
Glue the two inner panels together as shown in Figure 14. Cut out the FOREPEAK DECK and fold both 
black panels UPWARD. Place the FOREPEAK DECK inside the FOREPEAK as shown in Figure 15. Be 
sure the deck is as far forward as possible, with the top of the black panels close to the top edges of the 
FOREPEAK. Glue the black panels to the inside of the FOREPEAK. If you wish, you can use a black 
marker to darken the rest of the inside area of the FOREPEAK (but leave about a quarter of an inch blank 
on either side for the FOREPEAK to connect to the hull). Position the ends of the FOREPEAK over the 
black areas on the front of the hull, as shown in Figure 16. Glue the FOREPEAK to the black areas on the 
hull.

Cut out the RUDDER on Parts Page 2. Fold the two outer panels UPWARD where indicated with the 
green pointers, and then fold DOWNWARD along the center line. Glue the two inner panels together and 
trim if needed. Then glue the two outer panels to the lower part on the AFT SECTION as shown in Figure 
17. The RUDDER should cover the green line on the AFT SECTION.

Next, cut out the SHIP'S WHEEL on Parts Page 3. Fold DOWNWARD where indicated with the green 
pointer and glue the folded section to the back of the piece. Position the SHIP'S WHEEL piece directly 
over the quarter deck doors as shown in Figure 18 and glue in place. The quarter deck should now have 
a tiny ship's wheel.
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The final step in completing your ship's hull will be to add the cannon hatches. These hinged hatches 
mounted above the cannons will make your model look much more realistic. HOWEVER...you may want 
to set them aside for now and wait until the rest of the model is nearly finished before adding them, since 
they make the hull a bit harder to handle. 

To assemble the cannon hatches: cut out the CANNONS on Parts Page 3 but don't separate the 
individual pieces yet. Fold the row of cannons UPWARD and then fold the outside row of wooden panels 
DOWNWARD, folding where indicated with the green arrows. Glue the two rows of wooden panels 
together. Now separate all 18 cannons, cutting along the black lines. (The first three cuts are indicated 
with red pointers.) The individual cannons should resemble Figure 19. Glue the cannons directly over the 
cannons printed on the hull. They should be positioned so the hatch is attached at the top, as shown in 
Figure 20.

Your ship's hull is now completed. Next we'll be adding the masts, rigging and sails.

For the MAIN MAST, use a bamboo skewer. It should be a little under 10 inches long with a point at one 
end. Proper mounting of the MAIN MAST is shown in the center of Figure 21. With the skewer's point 
UPWARD, push the flat end of the skewer through the hole on the main deck (shown in green), through 
the deck plate (shown in blue), and through the lower brace(shown in purple). The MAIN MAST should 
rest on the mast brace (shown in black).

For the FORE MAST, cut an inch off the flat end of a skewer. Proper mounting of the FORE MAST is 
shown on the left side of Figure 21. With the skewer's point UPWARD, push the flat end of the skewer 
through the hole on the forecastle (shown in green), and through the deck plate (shown in blue). The 
FORE MAST should rest on the lower brace (shown in purple).

For the MIZZEN MAST, cut an inch off the flat end of a skewer. Proper mounting of the MIZZEN MAST is 
shown on the right side of Figure 21. With the skewer's point UPWARD, push the flat end of the skewer 
through the hole on the quarter deck (shown in green), and through the deck plate (shown in blue). The 
MIZZEN MAST should rest on the lower brace (shown in purple).

For the BOWSPRIT, Cut a skewer so it's about three and a half inches long (with a pointed end). Put a 
mark on the skewer half an inch from the flat end. Insert the flat end of the skewer into the hole in the 
front of the upper hull, stopping at the half inch mark. Cut out the ROPE on Parts Page 3. Fold the ROPE 
along its center line and place it over the BOWSPRIT as shown in Figure 22. Glue one side of the ROPE 
to the port side on the forepeak (the left side), position the BOWSPRIT properly (it should rest on the end 
of the forepeak), and then glue the remaining side of the ROPE to the starboard side of the forepeak the 
right side). Your masts are complete. We're ready to add rigging and sails.

HELPFUL TERMINOLOGY: 'Shrouds' are the thick ropes going vertically to a mast. 'Ratlines' are the 
thinner horizontal lines. The groups of pulleys are called 'Chain Plates'. The horizontal platforms on a 
mast are called 'Tops” or 'Fighting Tops' (not 'Crow's Nests”) but to avoid confusion while building this 
model, we'll refer to the 'Tops” as simply 'wooden panels'. Crossbeams on a mast, from which sails are 
hung, is called 'Yards”. On the SPANKER, the top beam is called a 'Gaff” and the bottom beam is called a 
'Boom”.  
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Cut out the MAIN SHROUDS on Parts Page 4. For each of the two corners indicated with a red pointer, 
make a cut like the one shown in Figure 23. Cut from the corner to the CENTER LINE of the shroud 
panels, cutting along the side of the blank center panel. Fold the shroud panels without chain plates 
DOWNWARD and glue them to the back of the opposite shroud panels with chain plates. Fold the 
wooden panel DOWNWARD and glue it to the back of the blank panel. Trim the entire piece if needed. 
Now punch the white dot in the center of the wooden panel. With the blank panel facing UP, fold the two 
shroud panels DOWNWARD. Carefully slide the MAIN SHROUDS onto the MAIN MAST and position 
them as shown in Figure 24. Be careful not to push the MAIN MAST through the MAST BRACE. Glue the 
MAIN SHROUDS chain plates directly over the chain plates printed on the ship's outside railing.

Next, cut out the FORE SHROUDS on Parts Page 4. Cut, punch and assemble this piece in the same 
manner as the MAIN SHROUDS. Slide the assembled FORE SHROUDS piece onto the FORE MAST 
and position them as shown in Figure 25. Be careful not to push the FORE MAST through the LOWER 
BRACE. Glue the FORE SHROUDS chain plates directly over the chain plates printed on the ship's 
outside railing. It's OK if the fore shrouds are slightly bowed or curved when finished (you can bend the 
chain plates inward slightly to lessen the tension if you need to).

Next, we need to add the SPANKER sail. Cut out the SPANKER on Parts Page 9, cutting along the outer 
black lines (this doesn't have to be very precise). Then carefully fold along the green center line (this 
needs to be VERY precise). Fold and glue the two sides together. Carefully cut out the sail and trim as 
needed. Fold the square wooden panel and the rounded wooden panel both UPWARD. Punch both 
wooden panels so they can be added to the MIZZEN MAST. Notice in Figure 26 that the SPANKER 
needs to be curved away from the mast. Curve the SPANKER (but not the square wooden panel or the 
rounded wooden panel) over a marker, glue stick or something similar, so the sail has a slight curve as 
shown in Figure 26. Then carefully slide the SPANKER onto the MIZZEN MAST as shown in Figure 26, 
with the square panel on top and the rounded panel on the bottom. Be careful not to push the MIZZEN 
MAST through the LOWER BRACE.

Now cut out the MIZZEN SHROUDS on Parts Page 5.  Cut, punch and assemble this piece in the same 
manner as the MAIN SHROUDS. Slide the assembled MIZZON SHROUDS onto the MIZZON MAST and 
down over the SPANKER as shown in Figure 27. Glue the MIZZON SHROUDS chain plates directly over 
the chain plates printed on the ship's outside railing. Slide the square panel on the SPANKER up until it 
meets the wooden panel on the MIZZEN SHROUDS. (You can glue these two panels together if needed.)

Cut out the MAIN SAIL on Parts Page 6, cutting along the outer black lines (this doesn't have to be very 
precise). Then carefully fold along the green center line (this needs to be VERY precise). Fold and glue 
the two sides together. Carefully cut out the sail and trim as needed. Curve the MAIN SAIL (but not the 
wooden panel) over a marker, glue stick or something similar, so the sail has a slight curve as shown in 
Figure 28. Punch the white dot in the wooden panel and then fold the wooden panel DOWNWARD. 
Carefully slide the MAIN SAIL onto the MAIN MAST as shown in Figure 28. Glue the MAIN SAIL's 
wooden panel to the blank panel on the MAIN SHROUDS.

Next, cut out the FORE SAIL on Parts Page 8. Cut out and assemble the FORE SAIL in the same manner 
as the MAIN SAIL. Slide the FORE SAIL onto the FORE MAST and glue the FORE MAST's wooden 
panel to the blank panel on the FORE SHROUDS.
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Now cut out the MAIN TOP SHROUDS on Parts Page 4. For each of the two corners indicated with a red 
pointer, make a cut like the one shown in Figure 29. Cut from the corner to the CENTER LINE of the 
shroud panels, cutting along the side of the wooden center panel. Fold the shroud panels with wooden 
tabs DOWNWARD and glue them to the back of the opposite shroud panels without wooden tabs. Trim 
the entire piece if needed. Now punch the white dot in the wooden center panel. With the wooden center 
panel facing UP, fold the two small outer wooden tabs DOWNWARD and then fold the two shroud panels 
UPWARD. With the wooden center panel on the MAIN TOP SHROUDS still facing UP, carefully slide the 
MAIN TOP SHROUDS onto the MAIN MAST and position them as shown in Figure 30. Glue the wooden 
center panel on the MAIN TOP SHROUDS to the MAIN SAIL's wooden panel.

Cut out the MAIN TOP SAIL on Parts Page 7. Assemble the MAIN TOP SAIL in the same manner as the 
MAIN SAIL. Carefully slide the MAIN TOP SAIL onto the MAIN MAST. The wooden tabs on the MAIN 
TOP SHROUDS should be placed on either side of the mast, as shown in Figure 31 (with the front edge 
of the shrouds lined up with the front edge of the mast). Slide the MAIN TOP SAIL down until the wooden 
tabs on the MAIN TOP SHROUDS can be glued to the bottom of the wooden panel on the MAIN TOP 
SAIL as shown in FIGURE 31 and Figure 32.

Cut out the FORE TOP SHROUDS on Parts Page 4. Assemble the FORE TOP SHROUDS in the same 
manner as the MAIN TOP SHROUDS. With the wooden panel on the FORE TOP SHROUDS facing UP, 
slide the FORE TOP SHROUDS onto the FORE MAST and glue the wooden center panel on the FORE 
TOP SHROUDS to the FORE SAIL's wooden panel.

Next, cut out the FORE TOP SAIL on Part Page 8. Assemble the FORE TOP SAIL in the same manner 
as the MAIN SAIL. Slide the FORE TOP SAIL onto the FORE MAST and glue the wooden tabs on the 
FOR TOP SHROUDS to the bottom of the wooden panel on the FORE TOP SAIL.

Now cut out the MIZZEN TOP SHROUDS on Parts Page 5. Assemble the MIZZEN TOP SHROUDS in 
the same manner as the MAIN TOP SHROUDS. With the wooden panel on the MIZZON TOP SHROUDS 
facing UP, slide the MIZZON TOP SHROUDS onto the MIZZEN MAST and glue the wooden center panel 
on the MIZZEN TOP SHROUDS to the blank panel on the MIZZEN SHROUDS.

Next, cut out the MIZZON TOP SAIL on Part Page 10. Assemble the MIZZEN TOP SAIL in the same 
manner as the MAIN SAIL. Slide the MIZZEN TOP SAIL onto the MIZZON MAST and glue the wooden 
tabs on the MIZZEN TOP SHROUDS to the bottom of the wooden panel on the MIZZEN TOP SAIL.

Cut out the MAIN TOP GALLANT SHROUDS on Parts Page 4. Assemble the MAIN TOP GALLANT 
SHROUDS in the same manner as the MAIN TOP SHROUDS. With the wooden center panel on the 
MAIN TOP GALLANT SHROUDS facing UP, slide the MAIN TOP GALLANT SHROUDS onto the MAIN 
MAST and glue the wooden center panel on the MAIN TOP GALLANT SHROUDS to the wooden panel 
on the MAIN TOP SAIL.

Next, cut out the MAIN TOP GALLANT SAIL on Part Page 10. Assemble the MAIN TOP GALLANT SAIL 
in the same manner as the MAIN SAIL. Slide the MAIN TOP GALLANT SAIL onto the MAIN MAST and 
glue the wooden tabs on the MAIN TOP GALLANT SHROUDS to the bottom of the wooden panel on the 
MAIN TOP GALLANT SAIL.

Cut out the FORE TOP GALLANT SHROUDS on Parts Page 5. Assemble the FORE TOP GALLANT 
SHROUDS in the same manner as the MAIN TOP SHROUDS. With the wooden center panel on the 
FORE TOP GALLANT SHROUDS facing UP, slide the FORE TOP GALLANT SHROUDS onto the FORE 
MAST and glue the wooden center panel on the FORE TOP GALLANT SHROUDS to the wooden panel 
on the FORE TOP SAIL.
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Now cut out the FORE TOP GALLANT SAIL on Part Page 9. Assemble the FORE TOP GALLANT SAIL 
in the same manner as the MAIN SAIL. Slide the FORE TOP GALLANT SAIL onto the FORE MAST and 
glue the wooden tabs on the FORE TOP GALLANT SHROUDS to the bottom of the wooden panel on the 
FORE TOP GALLANT SAIL.

Cut out the MIZZON TOP GALLANT SHROUDS on Parts Page 5. Assemble the MIZZEN TOP GALLANT 
SHROUDS in the same manner as the MAIN TOP SHROUDS. With the wooden center panel on the 
MIZZEN TOP GALLANT SHROUDS facing UP, slide the MIZZEN TOP GALLANT SHROUDS onto the 
MIZZEN MAST and glue the wooden center panel on the MIZZEN TOP GALLANT SHROUDS to the 
wooden panel on the MIZZEN TOP SAIL.

Next, cut out the MIZZON TOP GALLANT SAIL on Part Page 10. Assemble the MIZZEN TOP GALLANT 
SAIL in the same manner as the MAIN SAIL. Slide the MIZZEN TOP GALLANT SAIL onto the MIZZEN 
MAST and glue the wooden tabs on the MIZZEN TOP GALLANT SHROUDS to the bottom of the wooden 
panel on the MIZZEN TOP GALLANT SAIL.

Your model should now resemble Figure 33, with three sails on each mast. Next we'll add sails to the 
front of the ship.

Cut out the SPRIT SAIL on Parts Page 11. Assemble the SPRIT SAIL in the same manner as the MAIN 
SAIL (except that the rounded wooden panel should be folded upward and then returned to a nearly flat 
position). Slide the SPRIT SAIL's rounded wooden panel onto the BOWSPRIT and gently push the SPRIT 
SAIL until it rests against the tip of the FOREPEAK as shown in Figure 34.

All of the square sails are now complete. Next comes the STAY SAIL. 
Cut out the STAY SAIL on Parts Page 11, cutting along the outer black lines (this doesn't have to be very 
precise). Then carefully fold along the green center line (this needs to be VERY precise). Fold and glue 
the two sides together. Carefully cut out the sail and trim as needed. Line up the STAY SAIL's longest 
edge with a marker (or glue stick or something similar) and curve the STAY SAIL over the marker so the 
sail has a slight curve. 
Cut out SAIL BRACE A and SAIL BRACE B on Parts Page 11. For each SAIL BRACE: fold the 
rectangular panel and the outer triangular panel both UPWARD, folding along the lines indicated in Figure 
35. Glue the outer triangular panels on SAIL BRACE A and SAIL BRACE B to the top point of the STAY 
SAIL, one brace on each side, as shown in Figure 36. When properly positioned, the black lines on the 
triangular panels will line up with the black lines on the STAY SAIL. 
Curve the two rectangular panels over a marker and then place them at the center of the FORE TOP 
SAIL as shown in Figure 37. Move the rectangular panels up or down until the lower point of the STAY 
SAIL is near the BOWSPRIT, and then glue the two rectangular panels to the FORE TOP SAIL.
To attach the STAY SAIL to the BOWSPRIT, cut out SAIL BRACE C on Parts Page 11. Curve SAIL 
BRACE C around the BOWSPRIT and glue SAIL BRACE C to the bottom part of the STAY SAIL, gluing 
half of SAIL BRACE C to each side of the STAY SAIL, as shown in Figure 38.

If you don't want to use thread for this model, you can now call the sails finished and proceed to 
assembling the FLAGS. However, if you want to use some thread, here's how to add another sail:
Cut out the JIB SAIL on Parts Page 11, cutting along the outer black lines (this doesn't have to be very 
precise). Then carefully fold along the green center line (this needs to be VERY precise). Fold the two 
sides together and cut out the sail but DO NOT glue the two sides together yet. Place a length of thread 
inside the sail, along the fold, with about a foot of thread extending beyond both ends of the sail. Now 
glue the two sides of the JIB SAIL together. Curve the JIB SAIL in the same manner as the STAY SAIL. 
Now tie the JIB SAIL's top line to the top of the FORE MAST and then tie the JIB SAIL's bottom line to the 
BOWSPRIT as shown in Figure 39. The rear point of the JIB SAIL should rest against the STAY SAIL.
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If you'd like to add a bit more thread to make the rigging look a bit more complex, here's how:
Start with a couple of feet of thread and tie one end to the top of the FORE MAST. Connect this line to the 
top of the MAIN MAST, then to the top of the MIZZEN MAST and finally to the end of the gaff on the 
SPANKER, as shown in Figure 40.

If you haven't already added the CANNON hatches, now is a good time to do so (since most of the 
handling of the hull is finished).

All that now remains is to add a flag to each of the three MASTS. Cut out any three of the FLAGS on 
Parts Page 11. If you wish, you can simply wrap the flags around the tops of the masts, but the following 
method will look much more convincing...

Cut off all three MASTS about half an inch above the TOP GALLANT SAIL. Spread glue on the back of 
each flag and wrap it around a toothpick. Trim as needed. The flags can now be curved back and forth 
around a skewer so they're curved like the one in Figure 41. 
For each flag: Shorten the toothpick to about two inches long. Then place some glue on the front of the 
MAST and place the toothpick in position in front of the MAST as shown in Figure 42. Hold a minute so 
the glue can dry, then carefully remove your fingers so you don't pull the toothpick back off the MAST. 
Use thread to tie each toothpick to the mast in two places, as shown in Figure 42.

Congratulations! You're now the Captain of your own Ghost Ship.


